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TRUE OR FALSE

Place a Tnext to statements that are true and an Fnext to statements that are false.

Many skinheads believe that the white race is superior to all other races.1. 1

2. Carlos, the young man who was paralyzed during a brutal beating, feels no hatred
toward his attackers.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

The Armenian and Hispanic students realized that they did not hove much
m common.

Bill Clayton, the bisexual student who was attacked, later took out revenge on his
attackers.

After Elizabeth Mann was separated from her family, she never saw them again.

April said that her opinion of Officer Limbert changed after she found out he was gay.

In San Francisco, the teens visited a memorial to Matthew Shepard, a young boy who
was beaten to death in Wyoming.

Eleven teens from Georgia were chosen to go on a weekend retreat to confront their
prejudices and learn to work together.

When Butter was unable to get down from the tree, only the block participants came to
her aid.

In the end, the group of eleven teens from Georgia learned to trust and understand
another.
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Place o Tnext to stotements that are true and an Fnext to statements that are false.

TRUE OR FALSE

1• Many skinheads believe that the white race is superior to all other races.

2- — Carlos, the young man who was paralyzed during a brutal beating, feels no hatred
toward his attackers.

3. The Armenian and Hispanic students realized that they did not have much iin common.

4. Bill Clayton, the bisexual student who was attacked, later took out revenge on his
attackers.

5. After Elizabeth Mann was separated from her family, she never saw them again.

6. April said that her opinion of Officer Limbert changed after she found out he was gay.

7. In San Francisco, the teens visited a memorial to Matthew Shepard, a young boy who
was beaten to death in Wyoming.

j 8. Eleven teens from Georgia were chosen to go on aweekend retreat to confront their
prejudices and learn to work together.

9. When Butter was unable to get down from the tree, only the black participants come to
her aid.

10. In the end, the group of eleven teens from Georgia learned to trust and understand one
another.
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